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Strictly Come Dancing

The debut novel from Strictly's very own Craig Revel Horwood, this book will make you laugh, make you cry, and everything in between. 'Heartwarming, funny and FAB-U-LOUS!' Woman magazine

'A story that sparkles on the page - I absolutely loved it.' Milly Johnson

Set against the colourful boho backdrop of London's Camden in the 1990s, Dances and Dreams on Diamond Street, tells the story of an unlikely family of friends who each rent a room in a ramshackle six-bedroom, four-storey townhouse. Like any family, the residents of Diamond Street sometimes fight and often act up but when the chips are down, they're there for each other in an instant - usually brandishing a cheap bottle of booze, and the offer of an impromptu kitchen disco. Presided over by the wise-cracking but warm-hearted patriarch of the family, Danny Hall, a professional dancer turned choreographer, the novel follows a year in the life of the inhabitants of Diamond Street, rough diamonds one and all, as they try to achieve their dreams - with unexpected, heart-warming and sometimes hilarious results.

Join the girls at the Strictly Dance Academy and experience all the fun and glamour of Strictly Come Dancing. Meet Bella, Natalie and Sofia - three dedicated pupils who love to dance! It's the end of term and time to audition for a special performance on Strictly Come Dancing. They have been working towards it all year and Bella is sure she's ready. But she's so nervous she keeps stepping on her partner's toes! Can she find her perfect match in time to shine? A must-read for anyone who has ever wished they could be a part of the glamorous world of Strictly Come Dancing.

Strictly Come Dancing (or Dancing with the Stars as it is known in the US) is a key BBC one show and can be seen in over 75 countries with approximate worldwide viewing figures standing at 250 million. It was the UK's highest rating programme of 2012 excluding The Olympics, Euro 2012 and The Diamond Jubilee Concert.

Pasha Kovalev has led an extraordinary life. His talent and determination have led him from the stark landscape of his Siberian hometown to dance in Moscow, New York, LA and finally in London, where he now lives. Best known for Strictly Come Dancing, which he won in 2014 with Caroline Flack (having previously danced his way to the finals two years' running with partners Chelsee Healey & Kimberley Walsh), Pasha still remains something of an enigma. Unlike some of his dancing co-stars he has eschewed the limelight. He doesn't frequent the pages of celeb glossies and, despite his relationship with former dance partner Rachel Riley, his fans have known little about him outside the television shows that made him famous. But all that's about to change as, in this candid autobiography, Pasha spills the beans on everything from romance to body image, the illness which nearly killed him and, most importantly, what really goes on beneath the veneer of sparkles and glamour.
Suitable for Strictly fans, this title features inside scoop on all the Series 7 celebrities, a chat with each of the dancers, an audience with the judges, a backstage pass on the Live Tour, a special report on John Sergeant, and an interview with current champion Tom Chambers.

The Sunday Times bestseller! 'Downton with dance, perfect!' Santa Montefiore Prepare to be swept off your feet by the romantic and irresistible debut novel from Anton Du Beke London, 1936. Inside the spectacular Grand Ballroom of the exclusive Buckingham Hotel the rich and powerful, politicians, film stars, even royalty, rub shoulders with Raymond de Guise and his troupe of talented dancers from all around the world, who must enchant them, captivate them, and sweep away their cares. Accustomed to waltzing with the highest of society, Raymond knows a secret from his past could threaten all he holds dear. Nancy Nettleton, new chambermaid at the Buckingham, finds hotel life a struggle after leaving her small hometown. She dreams of joining the dancers on the ballroom floor as she watches, unseen, from behind plush curtains and hidden doorways. She soon discovers everyone at the Buckingham - guests and staff alike - has something to hide . . . The storm clouds of war are gathering, and beneath the glitz and glamour of the ballroom lurks an irresistible world of scandal and secrets. Let's dance . . .

Lisa Riley lets us in on the secrets behind her incredible 12-stone weight loss. FEEL and LOOK GREAT the simple way with Lisa. AS SEEN ON THIS MORNING, In Lisa's Honesty segment. 'I loved Lisa's 'tough love' . . . that none of the recipes took hours to prepare and cook. People have commented that my face looks thinner and my skin looks GOOD' - Clare After years wearing size-30 clothes and convincing herself she was 'fat but happy', Lisa Riley finally took control of her body and shed a remarkable 12 stone. Significantly healthier, infinitely happier and proud of her slim new figure, Lisa now reveals how she lost all that weight and - more importantly - kept it off. Lisa knows that if she can do it, anyone can. The very first thing she had to tackle was her thinking, and in this book you'll discover the strategies that helped her get honest with herself, along with her advice for becoming more active and how to stay on track when cravings strike or you've had a bad day. Lisa also shares: * A simple 8-day eating plan to kick things off * Fast, easy, delicious low-carb recipes * An 'honesty diary' section for keeping track of progress and motivating yourself * All the pitfalls and stumbling blocks to watch out for * Tips for staying healthy when on-the-go and eating out * Everyday fitness ideas that anyone can do With Lisa's help, you can put the fibs and excuses behind you, kick those bad habits and achieve the body and health you've always dreamed of. *** What readers say about Lisa Riley's Honesty Diet . . . 'I loved the food, the simplicity of the meals and the plan . . . It has changed my outlook on eating and losing weight, my portion size and my body size' - Vivien 'I have a dress which I last wore 3 years ago . . . today I tried the same outfit and whizzed the zip up and down. It was comfortable and a little loose! I'm with Lisa every step of my journey' - Elaine 'I would recommend this to anyone . . . Lisa's amazing transformation makes me believe it is possible. I feel positive about the road ahead, it has inspired me' - Kathy 'Lisa has hit the nail on the head. More exercise and less food. It's been a fab experience' - Jayne 'I learnt that I am a lot stronger and more determined than I thought I was and I DO have the willpower! I LOVE IT!' - Louise

A 100% official Strictly Come Dancing novel, featuring the dancers, stars and judges you love!

As Strictly Come Dancing waltzes onto our screens for a tenth series this official companion is here to partner you through all the twists and turns, as well as celebrating all the highlights of the last series. Offering interviews with all the Strictly contestants and judges, including a spotlight on new judge, the beautiful prima ballerina Darcey Bussell, the 2013 annual also has lots of new features for you to enjoy. Fancy knitting the Strictly cast? We can show you how! Want to know the history of the glitter ball? Find it here. Introduced by presenters Bruce Forsyth and Tess Daly, with pages of info on the delicious Harry Judd (winner of
series 9), the dresses, the disasters and the divas, this book is a glittering gift for any Strictly Come Dancing addict.

Do you secretly dream of whirling across the dance floor in a dress more glamour personified than Joan Collins circa 1955? Are you still waiting for the love of your life to materialise (your boyfriend just doesn't know it yet)? Do you love Strictly Come Dancing?

Religion is one of the most important elements of Afro-Caribbean culture linking its people to their African past, from Haitian Vodou and Cuban Santeria—popular religions that have often been demonized in popular culture—to Rastafari in Jamaica and Orisha-Shango of Trinidad and Tobago. In Afro-Caribbean Religions, Nathaniel Samuel Murrell provides a comprehensive study that respect fully traces the social, historical, and political contexts of these religions. And, because Brazil has the largest African population in the world outside of Africa, and has historic ties to the Caribbean, Murrell includes a section on Candomble, Umbanda, Xango, and Batique. This accessibly written introduction to Afro-Caribbean religions examines the cultural traditions and transformations of all of the African-derived religions of the Caribbean along with their cosmology, beliefs, cultic structures, and ritual practices. Ideal for classroom use, Afro-Caribbean Religions also includes a glossary defining unfamiliar terms and identifying key figures.

For the last 70 years, the guests of Woman’s Hour have been entertaining listeners with their compelling combination of wit, warmth, insight and humour. Woman’s Hour has interviewed many of the biggest female names from entertainment, politics, the arts and beyond. Words from Wise, Witty and Wonderful Women is a collection of quotes and extracts from 70 years of the Woman’s Hour archive, featuring some of the most memorable guests to appear on the programme, from Doris Lessing to Nora Ephron, Hilary Clinton to J.K. Rowling, and Bette Davis to Meryl Streep. Charting the social and political revolution that has taken place in women’s lives over the past 70 years, as well as the perennial aspects of female life, such as love, family, relationships, the workplace, sex, ageing, and food, this delightful book shares fascinating insights and sage advice from the wise and wonderful women that have graced the Woman’s Hour airwaves over the decades.

The glamour, the glitz and the glitterball are back on our screens for series twelve of Strictly Come Dancing and the 2015 annual is your perfect partner to every step, spin and shimmy. Throw your own Strictly scary halloween party, swot up on all the dances from the saucy samba to the cheeky charleston, find out just how many sequins it takes to make a Strictly costume sensation and follow a day-in-the-life of a professional dancer. The 2015 official Strictly Come Dancing Annual will have you prepped, stretched and prepared from the very first foray onto the floor to the spectacular final step. Packed full of behind-the-scenes gossip, exclusive interviews, the essential lowdown on everything from make-up to costume as well as fun games and mind-boggling quizzes to test even the best ballroom brainiac, this is your essential guide to all the drama on the dancefloor.

The official companion to all the triumphs, training and tears of the sizzling eleventh series of "Strictly Come Dancing." Shimmying back on to our screens, series eleven of "Strictly Come Dancing" is set to reach showstopping new heights of drama, divas, sequins and surprises and this official companion is the perfect partner! Featuring a behind-the-scenes look at the costumes, make up and set design as well as exclusive insights from the producers, the official 2014 annual takes you further into the magic of "Strictly" than ever before. Test your "Strictly" knowledge with our quiz, peek into Len’s Lens and get all the gossip from the dancefloor. With a glittering new cast of celebrities, sizzling professional dancers, interviews from the judges Bruno, Len, Darcy and Craig, introductions from Bruce Forsyth and Tess Daly plus an exclusive from the gorgeous winner of last year, Olympian Louis Smith, the "Strictly Come Dancing Annual 2014" is simply fab-u-lous!
Dah dah dah dah dah dah dah Go behind the sequins on the new series of Strictly Strictly Come Dancing sashays onto our screens again with a fantastic new cast of stars ready to brave the dance floor. Swot up on your dance expertise and discover how the Strictly magic is created. With exclusive interviews with the pro dancers, their celebrity partners and the fabulous judges, this is your perfect partner for this year's Strictly extravaganza.

After last year's sensational final between Matt Baker and Kara Tointon, as well as the many show-stopping performances throughout the series from Pamela Stephenson, Gavin Henson, Felicity Kendal, Patsy Kensit and Scott Maslen and some unforgettable routines from the professional dancers and Anne Widdecombe - can Strictly Come Dancing really get any better? Of course it can! Welcome to Series 9 - 14 new celebrities, 12 weeks of sizzlinly hot routines and, after hours of training, strained muscles, sprained ankles, and lots of sweat and tears, only one couple can raise the Strictly Come Dancing Trophy. In your official Strictly Come Dancing Annual find exclusive interviews, backstage gossip, the low-down on the dances, costumes, make-up, music and set, as well as games and quizzes to test your Strictly knowledge and much more. The new celebrities for Series 9 are Alex Jones, Anita Dobson, Audley Harrison, Chelsee Healey, Dan Lobb, Edwina Currie, Harry Judd, Holly Valance, Jason Donovan, Lulu, Nancy Dell'Olio, Robbie Savage, Rory Bremner and Russell Grant.

Join the girls at the Strictly Dance Academy and experience all the fun and glamour of Strictly Come Dancing. Meet Bella, Natalie and Sofia - three dedicated pupils who love to dance! A famous musical director is looking for Rock 'n' Roll dancers to perform on the west end stage and the Strictly Dance Academy girls are up for the parts. Bella has never danced this style of dancing before but is determined to impress. Performing in a musical is one of her dreams! But as Bella struggles with the audition routine can practice make perfect? It's time to Rock 'n' Roll! A must-read for anyone who has ever wished they could be a part of the glamorous world of Strictly Come Dancing. Strictly Come Dancing (or Dancing with the Stars as it is known in the US) is a key BBC one show and can be seen in over 75 countries with approximate worldwide viewing figures standing at 250 million. It was the UK's highest rating programme of 2012 excluding The Olympics, Euro 2012 and The Diamond Jubilee Concert. 'It's amazing and a really exciting book to read!' Grace, 7 'The pictures were beautiful and I think all girls of my age will love it!' Aimee, 10 'It made me think I was really at Strictly!' Lucy, 7 'I loved the Bella adventures. There were wonderful descriptions of the characters.' Josie, 7 'The book is really, really good. It's almost like I'm there watching.' Sigalia, 7 'I can't wait to read the next book.' Susan, 8 'I like the characters very much and am looking forward to the next book.' Eden, 8 'Once you start it, you can't stop reading it!' Levana, 8 'I enjoyed reading this book because I loved the characters.' Mira, 8 'So much fun especially the dancing bits!' Janine, 7 'ABSOLUTELY AMAZING. I'd like to go to the Strictly Academy if there was one!' Sterrett, 7 'It's really good!' Leora, 6

Following the success of the 2008 Annual, this brand-new fabulous guide will push your dancing know-how that one step further with more shakers, showstoppers and sequins than ever before. It will appeal to die-hard fans and families alike as a glitzy companion to an ever-growing TV brand phenomenon. This year's annual has a dazzling array of original features, including exclusive interviews with the 2007 celebrities, plus profiles of the other stars of the show - the professional dancers. We'll look back on Alesha Dixon's journey to victory, and we'll go behind the scenes to see what went on at the Strictly Live Tour. We'll be showing you some new Dancersize moves to keep you fit, and we'll cast a critical eye over series 5 to find the best hairstyles, the biggest arguments and the most beautiful outfits. And this time we'll also look into the history of the show, with a special report on Come Dancing and how this completely outdated format was miraculously re-invented to become the TV entertainment phenomenon of the decade. There'll also be quizzes, stats and never-before-seen photos of tears, tantrums and triumphs, a fun 'Be Your Own Judge' score sheet, a useful guide to dance schools around the country and much,
much more.

Join the girls at the Strictly Dance Academy and experience all the fun and glamour of Strictly Come Dancing. Meet Bella, Natalie and Sofia — three dedicated pupils who love to dance! When Bella is picked to dance in a movie starring Jet Rogerson, the most famous, most gorgeous young Hollywood star in the world, she is completely star struck! But when word gets out of the secret studio location the set gets mobbed with screaming fangirls who all want a glimpse of Jet. It looks as if they might have to call off the scene and Bella is devastated. Will she get her moment to dance with the super dreamy star? It’s lights, camera jiving! A must-read for anyone who has ever wished they could be a part of the glamorous world of Strictly Come Dancing. Strictly Come Dancing (or Dancing with the Stars as it is known in the US) is a key BBC one show and can be seen in over 75 countries with approximate worldwide viewing figures standing at 250 million. It was the UK’s highest rating programme of 2012 excluding The Olympics, Euro 2012 and The Diamond Jubilee Concert.

'It’s amazing and a really exciting book to read!' Grace, 7 'The pictures were beautiful and I think all girls of my age will love it!' Aimee, 10 'It made me think I was really at Strictly!' Lucy, 7 'I loved the Bella adventures. There were wonderful descriptions of the characters.' Josie, 7 'The book is really, really good. It’s almost like I’m there watching.' Sigalia, 7 'I can’t wait to read the next book.' Susan, 8 'I like the characters very much and am looking forward to the next book.' Eden, 8 'Once you start it, you can’t stop reading it!' Levana, 8 'I enjoyed reading this book because I loved the characters.' Mira, 8 'So much fun — especially the dancing bits!' Janine, 7 'ABSOLUTELY AMAZING. I’d like to go to the Strictly Academy if there was one!' Sterrett, 7 'It’s really good!' Leora, 6

In 2008, Louis Smith was the first Briton in over 100 years to win an Olympic medal in individual gymnastics. In 2012 he followed up that triumph with two more. Since then, Louis has been crowned the winner of STRICTLY COME DANCING with his partner Flavia and he is now setting his sights on designing his own clothing range. Now you can follow him backstage to see what it is like to be one of the UK’s hottest new stars. Louis was brought up by his mum in Peterborough and ever since he could walk he wanted to run. He was diagnosed with ADHD and needed a positive outlet for his energy so on his fourth birthday he began gymnastics classes. His strength, flexibility and talent were spotted almost immediately and so began the early starts, the late finishes and the weekends spent in the gym. Louis won his first medal at 14 and all the hard work and financial sacrifice were put into perspective. Louis wanted to win and represent his country at the Olympics. From that point, there was no looking back. Here, in his own official book, Louis tells the story of his amazing journey in full. Beautifully designed and jam packed full of exclusive unseen photos of Louis on and off the gymnastics and dance floors, plus private captured moments, the incredible story of Louis’s rise to fame is a must-have for any true fan and the perfect gift for Christmas.

This is not a self-help book. This book contains absolutely no advice that you should follow yourself. THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER, A HILARIOUS AND ACHINGLY RELATABLE NEW BOOK FROM CHRIS AND ROSIE RAMSEY, STARS OF THE CHART–TOPPING PODCAST 'Laughed ’til I cried reading this. An absolute triumph' DAISY MAY COOPER 'These two are the BEST people and bloody hilarious' ZOE SUGG _________ SH**GED Saturday nights out on the tiles, undying crushes, dating like it's a competitive sport, awkward tales of dating woes, one-night stands, the walk of shame, ghosting, tears and break-ups. MARRIED Finding 'the one', meeting their parents, first holidays and romantic weekends away, engagement rings, big moment proposals, wedding bells, the hen do, the stag, the much anticipated — and feared — best man speech, the honeymoon of a lifetime. ANNOYED Who stacks a dishwasher like this? Empty milk cartons placed back into the fridge, pregnancy, sleepless nights, toilet seats up, toothpaste everywhere, less and less frequent date nights, DIY weekends, divorce. Whether you're sh**ged, married, annoyed, or, all of the above, Chris and Rosie Ramsey, hosts of the number one podcast, write hilariously and with honesty about the ups and downs and ins and outs of love, sex and relationships. 'A hilarious look at the
highs and lows of relationships' SUN

All Balls and Glitter is Craig's remarkable life story, beginning with the tale of his escape from his small-town home in Ballarat, Australia, aged just fifteen, to embark on a career as a song-and-dance man (and drag queen), and revealing the intimate secrets of his straight marriage and gay relationships, as well as the treachery and heartbreak that accompanied them. Hear all the details of Craig's fascinating career as a performer, choreographer, director and - most recently - as a TV star on Strictly, Fame Academy and Celebrity MasterChef. All Balls and Glitter is unmissable, packed with breathtaking backstage gossip and showbiz secrets from one of the most captivating men on television.

Taking you on a guided tour of the legendary Blackpool Tower, this book helps you learn how to decorate your own ballroom shoes and get the lowdown on all of the celebs and dancers. Featuring a sequin-studded cast of celebrities, exclusive interviews and behind-the-scenes exclusives, it is suitable for the glittering world of Strictly.

Join the girls at the Strictly Dance Academy and experience all the fun and glamour of Strictly Come Dancing! Meet Bella, Natalie and Sofia - three dedicated pupils at the Strictly Dance Academy! Stick in sequinned skirts, twinkly tiaras and floaty feather boas, then watch the girls foxtrot up the red carpet and rumba down the catwalk. Let's dance! With over 300 stickers! A must-have for anyone who has ever wished they could be a part of the glamorous world of Strictly Come Dancing. Strictly Come Dancing (or Dancing with the Stars as it is known in the US) is a key BBC one show and can be seen in over 75 countries with approximate worldwide viewing figures standing at 250 million. It was the UK's highest rating programme of 2012 excluding The Olympics, Euro 2012 and The Diamond Jubilee Concert.

This is an unofficial celebrity Strictly Come Dancing Word search Book. There are 55 word searches that Include all the Names of The contestants, Professionals, Presenters & judges - going back to the first series Of Strictly Come Dancing in 2004 to the most recent Series in 2017. Also included are Searches made from Live tours from 2008 to 2017 plus the one off ice dance From 2004 & sport relief from 2008.

Leave it all on the floor In Behind the Sequins, Queen of Latin and Head Judge on Strictly Come Dancing, Shirley Ballas, leads us through her dramatic and determined life, from growing up on a rough estate on the Wirral and leaving home at 14 years old, to conquering the high-octane world of Ballroom and coping with betrayal, bullying, two broken marriages and a personal tragedy that left Shirley and her family devastated. Shirley Ballas has enjoyed a spectacular dance career spanning more than 40 years - she has Cha-Cha'd her way across the world's dance floors to become a multi-award-winning Latin and Ballroom champion, and one of the most renowned dancers in the world. In 1996, Shirley retired from competitive dancing to become a highly acclaimed coach and teacher. Speaking from the heart, Shirley leaves her dancing shoes at the door to tell you the story of a fiery, strong-willed graftier, who danced through everything life threw at her and was never afraid to leave it all on the floor.

Be swept off your feet by the Strictly spectacular. Strictly Come Dancing sashays onto our screens again with a fantastic new cast of stars ready to brave the dance
floor. Swot up on your dance expertise and go behind the scenes to discover how the Strictly magic is created. With exclusive interviews with the pro dancers, their celebrity partners and the fabulous judges, this is your perfect partner for this year's Strictly extravaganza.

'I love when books make me smile so much that my husband asks what I'm grinning at and this is one of those books' Reader review

Fun, feel-good and a must read for fans of Strictly Come Dancing!

Dah dah dah dah dah dah dah, dah dah dah dah dah Go behind the sequins on the new series of Strictly Strictly Come Dancing sashays onto our screens again with a fantastic new cast of stars ready to brave the dance floor. Swot up on your dance expertise and discover how the Strictly magic is created. With exclusive interviews with the pro dancers, their celebrity partners and the fabulous judges, this is your perfect partner for this year's Strictly extravaganza.

'Downton with dance, perfect!' Santa Montefiore

Prepare to be swept off your feet by the romantic and irresistible new novel from Sunday Times bestselling author and Strictly Come Dancing star Anton Du Beke

London, 1937. With a new king in place, tensions are rising in London and across Europe. Shaken by the Great Depression and with talk of another war coming, the Buckingham Hotel is trying to regain some stability. Upstairs, Vivienne Edgerton is desperate to do something worthwhile with her time and her stepfather's money, rather than spending it on frivolity and debauchery - but will this land her in even more trouble? And downstairs, chambermaid Nancy Nettleton is finally starting to feel more settled at the Buckingham, and hopes her brother will soon call London home, too. But she misses the man she loves, demonstration dancer Raymond de Guise, who is noticeably absent from the Grand Ballroom dance floor. The staff and guests of the Buckingham soon discover that in a hotel full of secrets, there's always someone listening . . .

Perfect for fans of Dancing on Ice and Strictly Come Dancing. When falling in love comes with the risk of falling flat on your face Former Olympic skating champion Katie Saunders is well known for her 'ice queen' persona in the press. On the face of it, perhaps Katie should have forgiven her former skating partner and ex-boyfriend, Alex Michaelson, for the accident that shattered both her ankle and their Olympic dreams - but she just can't seem to let it go. When Katie reluctantly agrees to take part in a new TV skating show, it's only because she's desperate for cash. What she didn't count on is the drama - not only is she partnered up with infamous love rat rugby player Jamie Welsh, but one of the judges is none other than Alex Michaelson himself. As the show progresses, will Katie be shown the hard way, once again, that romance on the ice should remain strictly off-limits?

Join the girls at the Strictly Dance Academy and experience all the fun and glamour of Strictly Come Dancing. Meet Bella, Natalie and Sofia - three dedicated pupils who love to dance! When four lucky Strictly Dance Academy pupils are chosen to dance on a carnival float with gorgeous boy band New Ride, Bella is beside herself. Her favourite band and a chance to samba in style! With lots of hard work, Bella is ready for her moment in the spotlight and is chosen to dance with the lead singer. But when a costume disaster threatens to spoil the day will Bella sink or sparkle? A must-read for anyone who has ever wished they could be a part of the glamorous world of Strictly Come Dancing. Strictly Come Dancing (or Dancing with the Stars as it is known in the US) is a key BBC one show and can be seen in over 75 countries with approximate worldwide viewing figures standing at 250 million. It was the UK's highest rating programme of 2012 excluding The Olympics, Euro 2012 and The Diamond Jubilee Concert. 'Sure to be a hit with star-struck little girls.' The Scotsman

'It's amazing and a really exciting book to read!' Grace, 7 'The pictures were beautiful and I think all girls of my age will love it!' Aimee, 10 'It made me think I was really at Strictly!' Lucy, 7 'I loved the Bella adventures. There were wonderful descriptions of the characters.' Josie, 7 'The book is really, really good. It's almost like I'm there watching.' Sigalia, 7 'I can't wait to read the
next book.' Susan, 8 'I like the characters very much and am looking forward to the next book.' Eden, 8 'Once you start it, you can't stop reading it!' Levana, 8 'I enjoyed reading this book because I loved the characters.' Mira, 8 'So much fun – especially the dancing bits!' Janine, 7 'ABSOLUTELY AMAZING. I'd like to go to the Strictly Academy if there was one!' Sterrett, 7 'It's really good!' Leora, 6

The STRICTLY COME DANCING book is a glossy and colourful celebration of the hit UK series in 2005 which began the nation's ballroom dancing craze. Including interviews with the celebrity dancers, the judges and the professional dancers, and unprecedented behind-the-scenes access to the show, the book is a must for all Strictly Come Dancing fans. Entertaining and informative, the book is packed with useful tips for ballroom fanatics, including a step-by-step lesson for each of the featured dances from expert Len Goodman. Designed to appeal to ballroom dancing enthusiasts and tv fans alike, STRICTLY COME DANCING brings both vibrancy and nostalgia to a subject that has caught the nations imagination.

A 100% official Strictly Come Dancing novel, featuring the dancers, stars and judges you love! What if an ordinary girl’s Strictly dreams became a glittering reality? Meet Amanda Roberts: a production runner on the set of Strictly Come Dancing, desperate to fit into the world of the dazzling and the beautiful. And when she discovers all the backstage drama, Amanda wonders if she is tough enough to survive. But then things start to change And incredibly she finds more GLITZ, more MAGIC and more ROMANCE than she could possibly have imagined. Prepare to be dazzled as you tango into the glamour and mayhem of the world behind the glitter ball. PREPARE TO BE SHIMMERED!

Dust off your sequins as series 13 of Strictly Come Dancing is back on our screens. Put your best foot forward with the 2016 annual, the perfect partner. Take a sneak peak into Craigâe(tm)s dressing room as he discusses his Strictly Saturday, eat like a dancer with our tasty recipes and take a tan-tastic tour of the tanning booths. The Official Strictly Come Dancing Annual 2016 is as lively as a foxtrot! Featuring a dazzling new cast of celebrities, exclusive interviews and behind-the-scenes stories this annual is a glittering companion to everything Strictly.

Meet Bruno Tonioli - Strictly Come Dancing judge, wildcat choreographer and stardust magnet. With his irrepressible personality and Italian exuberance, Bruno has become a TV sensation, settling the fate of Britain's ballroom hopefuls during the nation's favourite Saturday night show. Bruno’s journey is mind-blowing. He fled from home at eighteen to join the dance company La Grande Eugene and travelled around Europe; he later coached the actress Goldie Hawn as a dance instructor, and orchestrated lavish productions for TV, film and pop videos, where he worked alongside The Rolling Stones, Freddie Mercury, Duran Duran and Tina Turner. Along the way Bruno has Tangoed with high fashion, performed the Cha Cha Cha with untameable pop vixens Bananarama and danced an emotional Waltz with bereavement and breakdown before settling in the perfect location – a seat on the judging panel of Strictly Come Dancing, where he wowed the nation at home and in Hollywood with his passion for dance and an excitable turn of phrase. My Story tears away the glittery wrapping of this most exuberant and loveable of TV stars. Strap yourselves in for a wild and sexy ride with more frills than Versailles.

Better Late Than Never is the extraordinary true story of how a man born into poverty in London’s East End went on to find stardom late in life when he was chosen to be head judge on BBC1's Strictly Come Dancing. Len Goodman tells all about his new-found fame, his experiences on Strictly Come Dancing, and also on the no.1 US show Dancing with the Stars and his encounters with the likes of Heather Mills-McCartney and John Sergeant. But the real story is in his East End roots. And Len’s early life couldn’t be more East End. The son of a Bethnal Green costermonger he spent his formative years running the fruit and veg barrow and being bathed at night in the same water Nan used to cook the beetroot. There are echoes of Billy Elliot too. Though Len was a welder in the London Docks, he dreamt of being a professional
footballer, and came close to making the grade had he not broken his foot on Hackney Marshes. The doctor recommended ballroom dancing as a light aid to his recovery. And Len, it turned out, was a natural. At first his family and work mates mocked, but soon he had made the final of a national competition and the welders descended en masse to the Albert Hall to cheer him on. With his dance partner, and then wife Cheryl, Len won the British Championships in his late twenties and ballroom dancing became his life. Funny and heart-warming, Len Goodman's autobiography has all the honest East End charm of Tommy Steele, Mike Read or Roberta Taylor.